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Corruption in Auctions of Land-Use Rights :

Empirical Assessment of Seven Chinese Cities

Kai Kajitani



1 Chinese Land Markets

China maintained rigid state ownership of public lands under its planned economy until the mid-

1980s. The 1986 Land Administration Law of the People’s Republic of China (Land Administration

Law) established the legal underpinnings for management of land under public ownership. In

1987, Shenzhen became the first city to sell the rights to state-owned urban lands, initiating a

system whereby (regional) governments sell land-use rights to private developers and invest the

funds in urban infrastructure. Its approach was modeled after urban development in Hong Kong

under British governance. Its legal foundations were provided by the Constitution and the Land

Administration Law.
1)

Deng Xiaoping’s 1992 South China Tour speech sparked China’s first real estate development

boom (the new land enclosure movement). Urban development through commercial transfer of

land-use rights spread, primarily among China’s coastal cities. Real estate as a percentage of

national fixed capital investment rose from 6.1％ in 1991 to 9.3％ in 1992 and 15.6％ in 1993.
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The state owns all urban land in China. Local governments sell land-use rights via

regular English auctions (paimai), nominated auctions (zhaobiao) and “two-stage

auctions” (guapai). The sale of these rights generates sizable revenues for local gov-

ernments, and Cai, Henderson, and Zhang (2013) argue that two-stage auctions are

more vulnerable to “positive selection”－i. e., corrupt officials divert attractive proper-

ties to two-stage auctions. They find that the prices of use rights sold in two-stage auc-

tions are lower, primarily because two-stage auctions typically have only one bidder.

Building upon their evidence with data from six Chinese cities, this study estimates a

reduced form model of price differentials between the two types of auctions and dis-

cusses how the type of auction influences the prices of land-use rights.
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After the mid-1990s, local governments intervened in real estate markets as monopoly sellers of

land-use rights, and their coffers swelled with revenues that in effect were monopoly rents.

The 1990s boom eased following “bubble smashing” tight monetary policies under Prime Min-

ister Zhu Rongji and the 1997 Asian financial crisis. Revisions to the Land Administration Law in

1998 (implemented in 1999) strengthened governmental control over land development. This

law established rules whereby farmland could be expropriated for non-agricultural use and sold to

agents or developers. For example, this law determines that collectively owned agricultural land

had to be state-owned, before it could be developed for non-agricultural use. Thereafter, rights

to authorize the sale of land use rights were delegated to the State Council and provincial govern-

ments. The duration of rights to use state-owned land depended upon the intended purpose : 70

years for residential development, 50 years for industrial development, 50 years for educational,

scientific, cultural, and hygienic development, and 40 years for commercial and entertainment

development. When the local governments expropriate agricultural land from farmers, they

receive 6�10 times the average revenue of their harvests during the three years before expropria-

tion (Article 47), establishing systematic preparations for the paid use of land-use rights. It led

to rent-seeking by local governments, which had exclusive authority to expropriate land and sell

use rights.

In 2001, the Notification Regarding Strengthening the Management of State Land Assets called for

openness, fairness, and justice in trading land-use rights under the “land banking system”. There

are two kinds of methods about selling down the usage right of state land, a consultation method

and an auction. The consultation method had accounted for the overwhelming share of, but prices

and process were criticized for lacking transparency. The movement toward bidding and market-

based transfers of land-use rights advanced full scale.
2)

Movements to strengthen the management of land development centered on the “land banking

system”. Measures sought to prevent unlawfully diverting the assets of bankrupt or restructured

state enterprises and to resolve concerns about excessive development of arable land (“The

Decipherment of Land,” Caijing Magazine No. 153). However, granting regional governments

the authority to expropriate land and auction rights to develop it produced results the central

government did not necessarily intend.

A second Chinese real estate development boom advanced in the early 2000s. Unlike the first

boom, it became standard for regional governments to expropriate collectively owned agricultural

and other lands, nationalize them, and transfer them for profit. Figure 1 shows that this revenue

began to grow rapidly after 2002 and that the amount of revenue differs substantially between
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coastal and inland areas.

Local governments retained most sales proceeds as extra budget revenue. About 40％ of

revenues from auctioning land-use rights were allocated to governments above the township and

village level, 40％ to village committees, and 20％ or less to farmers. The singular structure of

China’s real estate market sustained their rent-seeking behavior.

Competitive real estate markets first establish rents through interactions between landlords

and tenants. With rents established, investors compare the indicated income stream with returns

available on other financial assets and competing uses for land. Investors then decide whether to

acquire land and develop it for residential, industrial, commercial, or other purposes. In China,

however, land is state-owned or collectively owned, and private parties acquire only the rights to

develop it. Individuals and corporations may own the structures they build but not the land itself.

Accordingly, China has three interconnected real estate markets. The first is the market in which

local governments auction land-use rights. The second is the market in which developers who

obtain land-use rights negotiate the building of condominiums, factories, or office buildings. The

third market consists of negotiations between developers and occupants of those structures.

This three-market structure produces a clash between monopoly power and market forces.

Local governments exert monopoly power over the supply of land-use rights (the first market).

That means they essentially control the supply of land available for development and determine
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Figure 1 Total Sales of Land-Use Rights in China
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the type of development permitted. When the supply of land-use rights (and effectively the sup-

ply of land itself) is restricted and the type of development is dictated, prices exceed customary

market-clearing equilibrium. Moreover, there can be no arbitrage between different uses of land

(Figure 2). In short, the supply of use rights and the kind of development permitted are deter-

mined in the governmentally controlled first market. That in turn affects the returns developers

can anticipate in the second market and ultimately the revenues they earn in the third market.

Accordingly, we need to examine conditions in the first (i. e., monopoly) market in order to

extrapolate the effects upon the second and third (market-centered) markets.

Regional governments understand that the elasticity of demand among industrial developers is

greater than the elasticity of demand for other types of development. Therefore, they are more

willing to compete to attract industrial developers. They do so by selling land-use rights at lower

prices via private negotiation with developers. Because demand from commercial or residential

developers is less elastic than demand from industrial developers, regional governments auction

land-use rights. As a result, sales prices of land for enterprises entering economic development

zones and land for factory construction have declined nearly to the level of land acquisition costs.

Given such conditions, regional governments seemingly have little leeway to acquire monopoly

rents by making land-use rights available. However, industrial developers pay additional fees to

regional governments, and those can represent substantial revenues. These fees are not
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Figure 2 Rent-seeking by Local Governments through Land Markets

Source : The author made.
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systematized like taxes and therefore are rents paid to regional governments, which are monop-

oly suppliers.

2 Types of Auctions and Links to Corruption

China’s central government became concerned that local governments were interfering with in-

land markets and in 2001 and 2002 promulgated regulations that ordered land-use rights to be ex-

propriated through auctions.
3)

Local governments began auctioning land-use rights via market auc-

tions and providing public information about transactions (sites, prices, winning bidders).
4)

Among the many empirical studies published when data became available, Wu, Gyourko, and

Deng（2010）and Wu, Deng, and Liu (2012) note problems with creating price indexes for Chi-

nese real estate using simple averages and matching methods. First, constructing an index using

the average price of all transactions yields underestimation bias. Because rights to develop more

desirable lands sell early, their prices do not reflect market trends when the index is calculated.

Second, home sales in emerging economies generally involve new construction because markets

for existing homes are undeveloped. Indexes that use matching methods (e. g., Case=Shiller

Index) cannot reflect market realities. They re-estimated housing prices using a hedonic ap-

proach and found the conventional price index to be severely underestimated (Deng, Gyourko,

and Wu, 2012).

Chen et al. (2015) obtained land grant data spanning 1998�2012 for 32,155 sites from “China

land market network (中国土地市場網, http://www.landchina.com/).” They also gathered infor-

mation from annual reports of real estate companies that purchased the land. They controlled for

the grade of land (its productive potential or actual declination), distance from city centers, and

the price level of land. They then used cross terms to analyze cases wherein developers’ political

connections affected land prices. They found that prices for land bought by politically connected

developers were 15％ below prices paid by developers with lesser political connections. They

further uncovered a larger “political rent” embedded in prices from consultation or two-stage auc-

tions, when land is for commercial use, when local governments are large, and when local govern-

ments are inadequately monitored by the central government.

Cai, Henderson, and Zhang (2013) suggest the expropriation of land-use rights is distorted by

the corruption of local governments, which monopolize the market. If the first market described

earlier is beset by corruption, local governments should be selling rights to develop the most

attractive land to corrupt participants at cheaper prices. Accordingly, governments are guilty of

“positive selection” in parcels for which they sell use rights and in the mode of auction they
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choose.

There are three types of auctions used in China’s market for land use. English auctions

(paimai), two-stage auctions (guapai), and nominated auctions (zhaobiao). The first two ac-

count for 95％ of sales in major cities, so we will focus these two types. Cai, Henderson, and

Zhang (2013) insist that if such auctions are prone to corruption, “positive selection” occurs as

officials divert popular properties to two-stage auctions, the more corruptible auction form. They

find that prices of use rights are lower in two-stage auctions, and the price difference is explained

primarily by the fact that two-stage auctions typically have one bidder.

Two-stage auctions are announced 20 working days before they commence. Stage one contin-

ues for 10 working days after auctions commence. If more than one bidder competes, an auction

enters stage two and converts to a conventional on-the-spot English auction in which only active

bidders in the first stage may participate. Cai, Henderson, and Zhang (2013) show that different

types of auction create different valuation thresholds, even for rights to develop the same land.

In English auctions, the valuation threshold is defined as follows.

Suppose the bidder has a valuation exactly equal to ��, which is the threshold for entry. When

�denotes the reserve price that government decided, this bidder obtains rent ����by entering

the auction only if no competitors enter. That happens with probability ��������. Therefore, if

� indicates the number of potential bidders and �indicates the cost for the application fee to the

auction, the threshold for entry ����fulfills the following equation :

���������������� ���

From Eq. (1), �� depends on �������and should be increasing in r, C, and N.

The situation governing two-stage auctions is as follows. Suppose the bidder who first enters

the auction (Bidder 1) values the land at exactly ��. After Bidder 1 reveals her valuation as ��,

other bidders enter only if their valuations exceed ��	����. Bidder 1 obtains rent ����by entering

the auction only if no other bidders enter. That happens with probability ����	��������. In this

case, Bidder 1’s valuation threshold for entry ����should fulfill the following equation :

����	���������������� ���

Note that ����	�����������������because ��	�������. Comparing (2) and (1) reveals �� is

significantly smaller than ��.

If Bidder 1 does not enter during the first stage, the other ���potential bidders play the same

game: they first decide whether to enter the second stage simultaneously, and then active bidders

participate in the English auction. Exactly as above, we denote the valuation threshold for entry,
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as ������������������. Note �� is increasing in �, thus ����������������, which is the

equilibrium entry threshold in an English auction with �potential bidders.

Since �	���and �������, the probability of no sale is less in two-stage auctions than in English

auctions. Especially when land is “cold”－its valuation is low or demand small－a two-stage auc-

tion will more likely generate a sale and some revenue.

When corruption is present, however, the outcome differs. In the case of two-stage auctions,

the threshold valuation for Bidder 1 (the partner of corrupt government) is much lower than in

the case of English auction, because presence of corruption will discourage the other potential

bidder and raise the possibility of Bidder 1’s win. Especially in the case of two-stage auctions,

corruption discourages bidders’ incentives to enter, and the final price descends to the reserve

price. Although local government’s revenue declines, income to a corrupt official rises. Absent

corruption, the land bureau might sell “cold” properties via two-stage auctions, and there is a

negative relation between the selection of auction type and the price of land-use rights. Present

corruption, sale of land-use rights may involve positive selection in which desirable properties are

set aside for corrupt participants.

Section 3 empirically analyzes the impact of guapai on land prices using the instrumental vari-

ables method that takes into account factors affecting the choice of auctions.

3 Empirical Analysis and Implications

3.1 About the Data

We obtained auction data spanning 2007�2014 for seven cities (Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou,

Guangzhou, Chongqing, Chengdu, Wuhan) from the website SouFun (http://www.landlist.cn/).

We obtained the geo-economic characteristics of each parcel through Google Map (www.bendi.

google.com). We examined only land developed for residential or commercial purposes because

most land for industrial use is sold cheaply
5)

via two-stage auctions and is unsuited to our research

purpose.

Table 1 provides basic information about the auction of land-use rights in seven major cities.

SRPR is the proxy variable for competitiveness, defined as the ratio of sales price to reserve price

of each parcel. We adopt Cai, Henderson, and Zhang’s (2013) criterion that transactions are

uncompetitive if SRPR is below 1.005.

Information in Table 1 suggests implications that dispute findings in Cai, Henderson, and Zhang

(2013). Two-stage auctions outnumber English auctions in most large cities in the seven Chi-

nese cities examined yet no evidence suggests they are less competitive.
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However, there is an important exception : in Chongqing, Chengdu and Wuhan, the ratio of

uncompetitive transactions (ratio of trades with lower SRPR) is higher under two-stage auctions

than English auctions. Especially, the government of Chongqing spent billions of yuan to launch

the “Chongqing model” of state-heavy populist programs under Bo Xilai. Chongqing’s 16.4％

economic growth in 2011 made it the fastest-growing of China’s provinces or provincial-level

cities, whereas China’s national economic growth was 9.2％. These populist programs had been

financed primarily by credit from “local financial platforms” through which local governments

finance investment in urban construction. Many journalists and authorities insisted these invest-

ments and financing had been subject to corruption.

Because financing through the local finance platform is based on the collateral value of the use

rights sold by local governments, whether investments by local governments are corrupted de-

pends on the efficiency of local land auction markets. In Chengdu, where “urban-rural integrated

reform” started alongside Chongqing in 2007, the vice-chairman of the local Communist Party, Li

Chuncheng, was arrested on suspicion of expropriating land-use rights. Nonetheless, lower

SRPRs for two-stage auctions might not indicate corruption ; they might suggest only that “cold”

land was sold via two-stage auctions in these cities. Therefore, we examined empirically whether

there is a relationship between type of auction and corruption in each region.

3.2 Empirical Model

We estimated a reduced form price equation with the following specification :

ln (sale price)＝ln (common value)＋f(potential number of bidders, type of auctions, ��)
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Table 1 Expropriation of Land-Use Rights in Seven Large Cities

City
Number of

Parcel
Two-stage auctions Nominating Auction English Auction

Number
SRPR�1.005

(％)
Number

SRPR�1.005

(％)
Number

SRPR�1.005

(％)

Beijing 529 401 28.93 126 3.97 2 50

Shanghai 841 834 53.6 7 57.14 0 0

Hangzhou 858 838 38.31 0 0 20 15

Guangzhou 324 304 55.26 3 33.33 17 58.82

Chongqing 1370 953 91.71 20 70 397 22.17

Chengdu 1112 426 84.98 2 100 684 29.97

Wuhan 217 217 76.04 0 0 0 0

Source : Website of SouFun (http://www.landlist.cn/)
Note : SRPR is the proxy variable for competitiveness, defined as the ratio of sales price to reserve price for each plot of

land.



We assume the reserve price is proportional to average level of the value for that land, and add-

ing an error component ����unrelated to any particulars of sale. The regression is

�������	
��
�����	���	��	
��
������
�����
���
���
����������
 ���

In Eq. (3), ��
denotes property characteristics (use restrictions, area, and distance from city

center). �
is a dummy indicating the type of auction (＝1 for two-stage auctions and 0 other-

wise). 
�����
is a geographical dummy (＝1 for auctions in inland cities and 0 otherwise). In

addition to dummies for city or time, we add the inland dummy (＝1 for Chongqing, Chengdu, and

Wuhan), because positive selection of two-stage auctions for valuable land is evident in those

cities. To test it, we add the cross-term of the inland dummy and the dummy for two-stage

auctions. Dummies ��and ��capture the fixed effects of city and year.

Because land prices could affect the choice of auction method endogenously, we adopted instru-

mental variables regression alongside OLS. We used the dummy variable for each province as the

manipulated variable because adoption of two-stage auctions has a large regional bias and most

provincial dummies do not correlate directly to land prices. In addition, we estimated both models

with and without reserve prices (＝lowest bid prices) as the explanatory variables.

Now we estimate Eq. (3) by OLS and instrumental variables.

3.3 Results of Estimation and Implications

Definitions and descriptive statistics of each variable in Eq. (3) appear in Table 2. Table 3 pre-

sents estimation results for Eq. (3).

Table 3 reveals that the sales prices are clearly lower when its plot is larger, and in specifica-

tions 1�8, 1％ increase in reserve price raises sales price slightly more than 0.95％. This finding

suggests that a higher reserve price discourages entry of potential bidders.

The key variable concerns the auction type. Although the coefficient of the dummy for two-

stage auctions is significant, its sign is indefinite. However, the cross term of the dummy for two-

stage auctions and the inland dummy is negative and significant. In inland cities, two-stage

auctions affected land prices adversely : land sold via two-stage auctions is 15％ to 20％ cheaper

than land sold another way, other conditions being identical. In these two inland cities, sales of

land clearly involved positive selection of a two-stage auction. Although the selection of a two-

stage auction does not necessarily demonstrate corruption, their prevalence among inland cities

suggests collusion between government and developers. It also seems likely that some policies

such as “urban-rural integrated reform” which is promoted in Chengdu and Chongqing since
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2007, involved distortions in land markets. However, our dataset contains only three inland cities,

and more comprehensive analysis remains ahead.
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Table 2 Definition and Descriptive Statistics of Variables

Definition Mean Std. Dev.

SALEPRICE Sales price for land-use right in each plot (RMB/m2) 9563.72 21255.59

D_CENTER Distance to city center 39.34 50.79

STATION Dummy for subway station within 2.5 kms. 0.44 1.20

RESIDENCE Dummy for residential use 0.33 0.47

MIXED Dummy for mixed use 0.34 0.47

LANDSIZE Area of land parcel (m2) 56275.62 80056.76

DENSITY Ratio of floor area to land 2.64 2.28

RESERVEPRICE Land price settled at beginning of auction 7336.16 16302.88

2_STAGE_AUCTION Parcel transacted by a two-stage auction or not 0.77 0.42

Sources : Website of SouFun (http://www.landlist.cn/), Google Map (www.bendi.google.com)

Table 3 Empirical Results (Dependent Variable : Sales Price for Land-Use Right in Each Plot)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

OLS IV OLS IV OLS IV OLS IV

2_STAGE_

AUCTION
�0.118*** 0.111*** 0.093*** �0.005 �0.388*** 1.690*** �0.288*** 0.662***

(�8.86) (4.24) (3.35) (�0.35) (�12.01) (19.27) (�4.22) (18.27)

INLAND*2_STAGE_

AUCTION
�0.272*** �0.190*** �0.130* �1.112***

(�8.66) (�14.01) (�1.68) (�35.2)

ln (RESERVE

PRICE)
0.996*** 1.030*** 0.997*** 1.001***

(156.51) (173.67) (157.86) (162.36)

ln (D_CENTER) �0.007 0.020*** �0.006 0.002 �0.715*** �0.687*** �0.716*** �0.680***

(�0.92) (2.67) (�0.87) (0.22) (�49.97) (�34.75) (�50.00) (�46.68)

RESIDENCE 0.081*** 0.071*** 0.077*** 0.060*** 0.281*** 0.395*** 0.280*** 0.265***

(6.50) (5.43) (6.18) (4.91) (9.28) (9.24) (9.21) (8.63)

MIXED 0.087*** 0.124*** 0.075*** 0.091*** 0.277*** 0.600*** 0.272*** 0.300***

(6.64) (8.24) (5.78) (7.00) (8.70) (12.06) (8.49) (9.15)

STATION 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.007 0.066*** 0.068*** 0.066*** 0.088***

(0.50) (0.39) (0.41) (1.56) (5.81) (4.49) (5.80) (7.93)

ln (LANDSIZE) �0.017*** �0.007* �0.015*** �0.010** �0.089*** �0.054*** �0.088*** �0.062***

(�4.20) (�1.68) (�3.85) (�2.51) (�9.21) (�4.03) (�9.14) (�6.36)

DENSITY �0.003 �0.008*** �0.002 �0.003 0.110*** 0.101*** 0.111*** 0.111***

(�1.35) (�3.60) (�0.73) (�1.47) (20.56) (13.53) (20.64) (20.05)

City, Year Dummies city, year year city, year year city, year year city, year year

N 4944 4944 4944 4944 4944 4944 4944 4944

Adj Rsq 0.929 0.922 0.93 0.929 0.574 0.157 0.574 0.541

Notes : Figures in parentheses are t-values. *** denotes significance at the 1％ level, ** at the 5％, and * at the 10％.

Source : Author’s calculations.



Notes

1) This approach pertained only to urban lands. Strict restrictions on converting agricultural land,

which is collectively owned, to non-agricultural use remained in effect. Eventually agricultural land

was nationalized and transferred to developers.

2) For example, revenues from bidding on land transfers nationwide grew 40％ per year from CNY 35

billion in 2000 to CNY 49.2 billion in 2001. The percentage of total land area transferred via the

bidding and auction method rose from 15％ in 2002 to 33％ in 2003 (Huang (ed.) (2006) Vol. 1, p.

30).

3) 2001：���������	
�������》(�� (2001), 15�), 2002：������

����	
���� !》(�
�"#$%11�).

4) We initially used ｢捜房 (SouFun http://www.landlist.cn/)｣ to obtain data for auctions, but the name

and URL have changed to ｢房天下 (http://www.fang.com/)｣. The new website does not provide data

available on the old website.

5) China’s property tax system remains underdeveloped. Local governments conceivably can compete

to attract industry by devaluation activity in auctioning land-use rights (Kajitani and Fujii, 2015).
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